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Abstract
The research aimed to determine and evaluate the importance of the competitive strategies’ classifications that
the managerial thought has presented so far. It also aimed to provide a comprehensive model for these strategies
which is based on a primary rule of determining all the organizations’ community categories comprehensively,
and all the competitive strategies that should be utilized to deal with every category of those categories. A
content analysis methodology was employed and a final conclusion was reached: that none of those
classifications could provide comprehensive perception of the competitive strategies system which deserves
every organization’s interest while managing relations with its markets. It was found that the model divides the
population into four categories: category of loyalists to organization’s commodities, category of irresolute people
to organization’s commodities, category of disinterested people to organization’s commodities and category of
people who boycott the organization’s commodities. All the competitive strategies pertinent to every division
were determined too.
Keywords: competitive strategies model, strategic dimensions, population categories strategies
1. Introduction
The killing of Abel on the hands of his brother Cain is considered an evidence on the truth that conflict and
competition are rooted cases in human nature, whether represented in the relation among individuals, groups,
organizations or countries, because they are eventually governed by the various interests and goals of the
individuals who their human nature and state is invariant from the nature and the state of Abel and Cain; It is the
state of survival conflict where the survival favors the strongest, and perhaps all the human history epochs with
all what they have witnessed of conflicts on the level of all the human communities and civilizations are the most
important evidence on that matter.
Despite the fact that the survival is for the fittest, the subjects of conflict management and competition
management have not categorized as special and important topics.
However, these topics recently became an important topics in the fields of managerial and economic research in
the past few decades, particularly in the nineties of the last century when the concept of Globalization emerged.
Competition became the dominant factor for all the relations between the business organizations in all levels
weather it is local, regional, and international. Every organization started to face a profound challenges that
threatened its existence, a matter that pushed every organization to think comprehensively and creatively on how
to overcome those challenges, as well as, putting strategies for managing its competitive relations in order to
guarantee its survival and progress with the assistance of specialized experts and councilors to achieve these
goals.
Did the business organizations succeeded in determining the strategic dimensions that they have to take care for
while managing their competitive relations? And, was it possible for experts and researchers to build competitive
strategies in a way that it is distinguished with objectiveness and comprehensiveness?
The answer to these questions is the target of this study.
1.1 The Problem
There have been a lot of studies that tackled the concept of competitive strategies, and also the suggestions
(models) that those studies provided. Nevertheless the most important fundamental critiques that they have faced
are failed to provide a comprehensive model (integrated), such that business organizations could themselves be
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guided by its vocabulary while building their competitive strategies which guarantee to every one of them its
terms and elements of survival and evolution. Therefore, it may be possible to work on design a comprehensive
and an integrated model which help solving such case.
1.2 Goals and Significance
The research importance stems from its endeavor to achieve the following goals:


Determine the most important classifications that the managerial thought has presented on the
competitive strategies and evaluate them.



Provide an integrated model which would help business organizations that are interested in building
competitive strategies that are marked with comprehensiveness and substantiality.

1.3 Research Questions


What are the most important requirements to ensure a practical management of the competition process
effectively and successfully?



What are the most important intellectual contributions in the field of determining the competitive
strategies?



Could an integrated and substantial model be built for the competitive strategies which could be a
comprehensive guide for the business organizations?

1.4 Research Methodology
a content analysis methodology was determined and studies the importance of the classifications that the
managerial thought has presented so far regarding the competitive strategies, then evaluate them, to a finally
reach a conclusion that none of those classifications could provide a thorough and comprehensive perception of
the system of the competitive strategies that every organization should be interested in while managing its
relations with the market it work within..
1.5 The Competition Concept
There are numerous definitions related to this concept, almost vary in their expressions with the variation of the
researchers (approaches), and despite that pluralism it is possible to determine the primary elements which
support the integrated and objective definition, as follows:






Competition is the other face of the conflict, and the conflicted parts turn into competitive part when no
part is able to abolish the other parts. Nevertheless, when the moment that any part is able to attack and
abolish the part then the case would turn confiscatory. Thus, the competition is considered a jelly state
that floats on the surface when the powers of the other parts are equivalent, and transform into a conflict
when the powers imbalance. (It is the state of acceptance of the business-with philosophy as long as it is
impossible to work with the substitute-for philosophy).
It presumes the ability to evaluate the powers of the competitive parts, and the ability to determine their
competitive position on the map of the competitive powers.
It presumes the ability to deal with the various competitive positions, and to keep their relevant
competitive position.
They differ in their self-expression manifestation; the competition could have an offensive image, or
counter attack with the purpose of protecting the particular position from any threat, or in a defensive
competition to protect that position.

Consequently, competition could be defined as: an expression of the equivalent conflict that impose on a relevant
organization the work on conducting continuous evaluations of the powers of the other organizations which
stand against it in one conflict arena, determining their positions, and taking the necessary offensive or defensive
measures which will enable it to keep its position, then working on enhancing and extending that position
whenever possible.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Competition Process Management
For the beginning, we have to indicate that managing this process varies according to the philosophy that the
relevant business organizations embrace, and according to the prevalent philosophy within the community those
organization belong to. In the organizations or the liberal communities which make the freedom value a
fundamental supreme value, have their pistols hanged down their wests and shoot fire from them before trying to
assign their targets, individualists, love competition, and hold games for it sake. Thurow (1992) indicates that the
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workers in such organizations also are not considered members in a team because antagonism relations are part
of the system. Duncan (1989) summarizes the eventual outcome of competition and conflict practice "we
become effective enemies to ourselves when we stop cooperating!"
On the other hand, the Japanese organizations and the organizations that works on basis of cooperation
philosophy, any competition that leads to conflict is prohibited within these organizations, However, competition
is allowed when it is with a competing foreign organizations that look like enemies on the chessboard (Najem,
2006). That is clearly highlighted in the “Islamic model (I)” where competition is prohibited within the system
except for matters of worship and benevolence "And cooperate in righteousness and piety, but do not cooperate
in sin and aggression. And fear Allah; indeed, Allah is severe in penalty" (HolyQur’an, Surat Al-Mā’idah, 2),
"They will be given to drink [pure] wine [which was] sealed. The last of it is musk Singer, 2013). So for this let
the competitors compete (The Holy Qur’an, Surat Al-Muţaffifīn, 83), whereas it completely opened in the
relation with the non-Islamic communities that lie off the system (Assaf, 2013).
Meanwhile, management of the effective competition process assumes the following primary requirements:
First, the ability to determine the challenges that face the business organization and how to determine its volume,
its degree of impact, and ways to defy these challenges. One of the most important challenges, what Porter
referred to in his framework of industry analysis and the five forces: the threat of established rivals, the threat of
substitute products or services, the bargaining power of customers, the bargaining power of suppliers, and the
threat of the conflict between the competitive organizations (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014).
Second, the ability to possess real competitive advantages that would enable the relevant business organization
to achieve superiority over its rivals in the market. the most important characteristics of the competitive
advantage are becomes inapplicable to imitation, simulation or even keep pace by the rivals. In order to achieve
that, the organization should take the following matters or some of them into consideration:
a. Investment in the available human capabilities, triggering the creativity and innovation in order to reach
intellectual creations and artistic innovations that would reflect in a distinguished organizational images,
methods, techniques, and models.
b. Organization’s possession of a financial position, whether through dependence on its own capabilities, or
through what can be gained from the support of the central authority (as in the Japanese model case) in order to
build a high production capability that would allow it to flood the market, then reduce its sales cost for an
extended time range that the rival organizations cannot cope with, while keeping an adequate of quality that the
customers seek.
c. Achieve cheap labor market by relying on the abundant trained Human capacity while substituting to
substitute, wherever it’s possible, advanced high-cost technologies with limited costs. This will reduce the total
cost of production leading to a reduction in the total cost of sales something that other organizations, which does
not possess such type labor, will not be able to compete with.
Third, the ability to build competitive strategies that enable the organization to build competitive edge to helping
reinforcing its position in the market, as well as, expanding its presence by its abilities to reach new customers
continuously.
2.2 Classifications for the Competitive Strategies
Organizations differ in terms of how to build their competitive strategies according to the size of every
organization, its degree of evolution, and its financial/humanitarian/technological capabilities etc. (the
organizational capabilities). All this will reflect in a variety of the way how these organizations deals with the
market which already it’s selling in or seeking to penetrate and break through.
He put forward a number of classifications for the competitive strategies in the aim of helping business
organizations in building their competitive strategies, of them are the following:
1) Porter’s classification: Porter stated that it is necessary that all the organization’s activities should
correspond to the substantial strategy of the organization in order to achieve the organizational effectiveness.
Also, he stated that the source of the competitive advantage is represented in the organization’s ability to surpass,
a matter that can be achieved via the following: (Porter, 1980).
a. Cost leadership Strategy: It is the strategy that aims to build the competitive advantage through market
leadership with lowered prices that are achieved by reducing the overall costs of products or services.
Organization adopts this strategy when it sees that its capabilities are enough to provide commodities or services
with costs less than those of the rivals. Organizations gaining an essential cost advantage over the competitors
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will be able to increase the number of its customers, which will in turn, will result in gaining more market share.
This strategy built its competitive advantage on achieving higher profit margin than those of the competitors.
b. Differentiation strategy: It is a strategy that aims to build the competitive advantage on market via product
or service differentiation from those of the competitors. The organization adopts such strategy when its
capabilities are enough to provide commodities that are distinguished and unique, and in a way that enables it to
increase the number of customers who have the willingness to buy the excellent commodities, regardless of their
prices. This strategy focuses on making the customers more loyal to its commodities, and making them less
sensitive towards their prices.
c. Focus strategy: A strategy that aims to build the competitive advantage through focusing on a segment of
the market using one of the two strategies: leadership by overall cost, or differentiation strategy. The
organizations refuge to this strategy when it sees that its capabilities are enough to help it target a particular class
or category within the industry.
2) Miles &Snow classification, which is comprised of four strategic competitive strategies: (Miles &snow,
1978).
a. “Defenders” strategy: It indicates the role that the organization in defending its competitive position in the
market. Organizations refuge to such strategy whenever their products or services target a particular segment of
the market, and the competitive environment in the market is stable.
b. “Prospectors” strategy: indicates the role that a relevant organization plays in providing creativity and
innovation opportunities through R&D prospecting operations, which the organizations that seek differentiation
and supremacy often adopt.
c. Analyzers strategy: indicates the role that a relevant organization plays to be able to closely analyze the
competitive environment, in order to search for opportunities for hinting creative ideas from the other
competitors, such that it will be able to develop products or services that differentiate it in the market without
paying efforts and high costs.
d. Reactors strategy: indicated the role a relevant organization plays which would enable it to imitate the
others. It is adopted by organizations that do not possess the elements and conditions that are necessary to adopt
any one of the previous strategies.
3) Treacy & Weiserma classification: (Treacy & Wiersema, 1995). Consultants in marketing, the two
researchers presented a new classification for the competitive marketing strategies. The idea of the classification
can be summarized in that the organizations can gain the supremacy in the market through providing the highest
value to the customer, and to provide such value the organizations can apply one of the three strategies named
“the value disciplines”, which are represented in:
a. Functional supremacy strategy: guarantees for the organization gaining the supremacy in the market and
achieving a supreme value “competitive advantage”, which can achieved by the organization’s ability to sale its
products or services in low prices in the market.
b. Solid relation with the customer’s strategy: indicates the necessity of the organization’s possessing of a
supreme value through helping it precisely divide its markets, and continually adapting the commodities with the
needs of the targeted customers.
c. The leading position strategy: indicates the necessity for possessing supreme consumption value, through
enabling it to release a flooding and continuing stream of new products or services in the market.
4) Kotler’s classification: Kotler presented a new classification in the competitive strategies topic, employing
a different methodology to the previous methodologies in this field, as following (Kotler & Armstrong, 2010):
a. Pioneering organization strategy: adopted by the pioneering organization, which has the initiative to
provide the market with new products or services, has the initiative to change prices, has multiple wide
distribution channels, and initiate large scale promotion and advertisement campaigns.
b. Challenging organization strategy: adopted by second position organizations in the market (i.e., behind the
pioneering). The goal of the challenging organizations lies in rising their market share by acquisition of parts of
the market shares of other competitors, via directing focused attacks on the weakness spots in the pioneering
organizations and other challenging organizations in the market.
c. Dependent organization strategy: adopted by some organizations that are positioned in the challenge
position, and which prefers not to choose an offensive strategy against the pioneering organization, but it works
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on analyzing the pioneering organization behaviors and make use of them in its marketing plans.
d. Specialized organization strategy: adopted by organizations that seek to gain a specified share of the market.
It does that by specializing in a specified field that meets the needs and wants of a particular category of
customers.
2.3 Assessment View
By reviewing the previous models, analyzing and evaluating objectively, we can summarize the followings:


These models are vary in elements on terms of formal aspects, but they are sharing the same terms of
aspect.



None of the above models be uniquely utilized in the competition process by one organization other
than its rivals, and each one that imitated or implemented by organizations is not considered a
competitive model.
None of the above models can help to build comprehensive strategy that takes into consideration all its
elements, classes and success in turning them into a group of utterly loyal customers to the
organization.



Table 1. Correspondence aspects between the different models of competitive strategies
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Snow & Miles Model
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3. The Integrated Model for the Competitive Strategies
The idea of this model is based on the following primary pillars:
Taking into consideration all the community categories or groups that the organization deals Not to focus only on
the category of the customers who deal the organization’s products. These categories are divided into the
following:






The loyalists to the organization’s products or services: It is the category which buy and possess the
organization’s products and services on regular basis. It is characterized by high degree of loyalty to
these commodities even if its products were higher in terms of price than the products or services of the
other organizations. Therefore, the category of consumers does not pay much attention to the similar
products or services from the competing organizations, rather, this category may work in one way or
another on marketing the organization’s products to other people.
The Undecided towards buying the organization’s products or services: This is the category of
consumers with growing desire to deal with the relevant organizations. Also, they stated to having a
growing knowledge of those organizations services and commodities. However, they cannot make a
decision in actually buying the product. This reluctance in buying can be a result of many factors, but the
most important factor is the availability of similar or alternative commodities provided by other
competing organizations which are distinguished with equivalent and competitive advantage
characteristics. This leads to uncertainty towards which directions that this category individuals will take
while when choosing what to buy.
The disinterested towards buying the organization’s products or services: By far, largest category among
the community groups. It is mostly characterized by not having that much of interest in the products
features, the nature of the organizations, their nationalities, their goals…etc. Also, the buying
capabilities of individuals of this category varies dramatically. What help in making this “ not-interested”
behavior is the lack of adequate knowledge of the organization’s various featured products or services
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whhich differentiiate them from
m their compeetitors. Mostly, individuals oof this categorry buy produc
cts or
services withouut looking at tthe trademark or the comm
mercial name. They buy onnly the produc
cts or
services that fulfill
fu
their innstantaneous nneeds and deesires, in acccordance withh their purcha
asing
caapabilities, therrefore do not ccare about com
mmodity sourcee, this organizaation or other oones.
Thhe boycotters to
t the organization’s produccts or services: This is the ccategory of connsumers those who
haave the need to buy the orrganization’s ccommodities, have the abillity to buy, aand having a good
knnowledge of thhe organizatioon and its com
mmodities, neevertheless, theey intentionallly they objectt and
booycotts buyingg its commoodities. This is a direct rresult of beinng loyalty too other competing
orrganization’s commodities, fo
for some sociall or political coonsiderations,…
…. etc.
T
The following figure
f
represennts the four diffferent categorries in this moddel targets:

Figure 1. Thhe categories tthat are targeteed by the comppetitive strateggies model sugggested
Source: prepaared by the researrcher.

Based on w
what been disccussed earlier, it is not expeccted that an orgganization willl follow the sam
me strategies while
w
dealing wiith these varioous categories. On the contraary, It should design specifiic strategies foor each category of
consumerss in order to bee able to deal w
with the differeent ways of thiinking of the inndividuals of tthese groups.
Combiningg and accomm
modating of thee various typess of the primary
ry strategic moodels that the m
managerial tho
ought
presented in one integrrated strategicc model. This integrated moodel will be aable to differeentiate between
n the
various coommunity cateegories and addopt the approopriate strateggy to deal withh each one sepparately at a time.
These straategies can be classified
c
as thhe following:
The compeetitive strategiies for the loyaalists category::
a)

Custoomers keepingg strategy: a strrategy that seeeks to protect tthe organizatioons loyal custoomers and maintain
high level of satisffaction amongg them, and foocus on the coonsideration thhat the custom
mer is a friend who
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deserves positive relation with him in order to guarantee his loyalty to the organization’s commodities
(Ryall, 2013, pp. 80-83). This strategy includes many programs that are used by the organization to raise
the level of satisfaction among the current customers and achieve their permanent loyalty to it, and some
these programs as follows:
b)

Customers clubs: a strategy based on reinforcing the social relation with the customers. The organization
establishes social clubs exclusively for the distinguished customers, and subscriptions determined by and
paid to the organizations, such that the customers will be able through it to get priority for commodity
buying, receive preferential dealing and service, and the extreme benefit from programs of offers, discounts
and general price reductions, etc.

Special rebates programs: it is a program of granting special rebates for the organization customers on the prices
of all commodities or some them. The customer gets the rebate once he shows a rebate coupon that he was
previously granted from the organization. The coupon can also be used for more privacy and getting more
special facilitations.
Purchase repeating rewarding program: a program of granting rewards and gifts to the customers who purchase
large and repeated amounts of commodities. The process can also be implemented via smart electronic card or
coupons.
Special reductions program: a program of special price reduction for the organization’s customers on the
commodities in particular days of the year.
Customer relation management strategy: a strategy that aims to build permanent and profitable relations with the
customers with aim of keeping them loyal, via providing realized and superior values for them, and achieve the
highest fulfilling of their needs, which results in satisfying them continually (Kotler & Armstrong, 2010).The
strategy depends on the principle of continuous interaction and dialogue with the customers, with the purpose of
more recognizing and achieving their needs, interests and priorities, and also providing them with all necessary
information.
The organization can manage its customer’s relations with one of the two following methods:
Human interaction: where the employee becomes an agent between the customer relations management
department and the customers themselves. The employee depends on information technology in his interaction
with the customer. An example is the call-center service, where customers can call to inquire about the
commodity he wants, or to ask some support or to benefit from after sale service, etc. (Azadi & Rahimzadeh,
2012).
Automated interaction: the customers control the interaction process completely. This requires enabling the
customers to use the modern technologies like the Internet or the electronic kiosks in the street (the ATM for
example) or the automated systems, to call the organization any time any place and inquire about the commodity
that he wants or to advance a support request or make benefit from after-sale service, etc.
Organizations succeed in achieving the desired interaction if the following program were made available:
Granting the customers the full flexibility and freedom in choosing the communication channel he prefers with
the organization.
Personal impress dealing: dealing with the customer as a unique person who has his own personality,
characteristics, conditions, and personal habits, which should be dealt with interest, respect, and amicability.
Integration of communication means: information integration between all the organization’s channels that the
customer uses. The customer deals with organization as one unified entity, and that all the organization’s
members are on a good relation with customer.
Events Marketing: by participating with the customer in his/her occasions of happiness and sorrow, like
birthdays, purchasing a new house, return from a voyage, passing of a dear person to him, etc. This requires
following the information register of the personal occasions of the customers which continuously occur.
Analysis of customers loss: this can be done via the continuous noticing of the customers who stopped
purchasing from the organization or dealing with it, and contacting them to recognize the reasons of that
stoppage, and putting the plans and the program that would guarantee their return or control the rate of customers’
losing in the future.
Social responsibility strategy: it is a substantial strategy that comes as a resultant of sum of four responsibilities,
i.e. the economic responsibility, the legal responsibility, the moral responsibility and the benevolent
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responsibility. These responsibilities work on enhancing the positive mental image of all the community
categories about the organization, which will in turn lead to deepening the trust in the organization, and raising
the loyalty to it, hence the degree or loyalty to its commodities .Studies and researches showed increasing in the
rates of loyalty of the customers of many global organizations which had successfully applied the social
responsibility strategies. The studies also showed increases in the rates of old customers keeping, and increases
in the rates of the new customers, which finally led to an increase in the market share of those global
organizations (Rabeh & Waheebah, 2012).
Stability strategy: used when the organization’s deposit of customers with high loyalty to its commodities stable,
and at the same time the organization seeks to keep the competitive position of its commodities, and to enhance
the mental image of this category about it. This can be done in two ways:
Stabilizing the price of the commodities that this category maintains buying continuously.
Stabilizing the distribution density of the commodities which this category provide, via maintaining the current
distribution network, and working on enhancing and developing its performance in order to insure its
impermeability to penetration by the competitors.
Disciplines marketing strategy: used when the organization has a category of customers who not only search for
low price, but prefer to refuge to a specialized organization which would relieve them from the responsibilities
taking decisions regarding fulfilling their various needs and wants. The core of the strategy lies in that the
organization works on providing a group of products with their related services. Consequently, the
organization’s focus will be on marketing the services that are related with the products that it provides, and
these services will be dedicated to ad designed to fulfill the needs and wants of every customer separately, such
that the organization will appear to the customer as a devoted consultant who employs all his experiences and
programs for solving his various problems. According to this strategy, the organization sells the product to the
customer with marketing and selling services like inspection of the appropriateness of his residence for using the
product, services of installation and training on using the product, services of maintenance and emergency fault
repairs, and it is possible to provide service of buying the used product and resell it a new and enveloped product.
As much as the level of these services be persuading to the customers, the ability of this strategy to outperform
the competing organizations in the same market will be (Valarie, Zeithaml, & Leonard, 1985).
Figure 2 shows the sub-strategies that the model direct towards the loyalists’ category:

Costumer
Keeping

Stability

Costumers
The

relations Mgt

loyalists

Discipline
marketing

Social
responsibility

Figure 2. Sub-strategies that the model directs toward the loyalists category
Source: prepared by the researcher.

The competitive Strategies for the undecided category:
a.

Variation and pluralism strategy: it focuses on directing the needs and wants of the customers towards
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the organization’s commodities, through providing a group of new products with new advantages and
additions, to work on fulfilling their changing wants and attracts them toward those products. Based on
this strategy, the organization uses two distribution channels or more, such that a complementary
channel is dedicated to push out the old products accompanied with a new marketing mix which
incorporates providing additional services and lowered prices. The organization also dedicates new
distributional channels foe every new product in order to be able to put it in the market extensively and
with best image. The application of this strategy helps forming a positive mental image by the irresolute
customers who hesitate regarding the organization’s ability to provide the old product concurrently with
providing new developed products that meet their changing needs and wants (Keskin, 2013).
b.

Modification strategy (development): this strategy focuses on making modifications (changes) on a
number of commodities that are released to the market with keeping some of them unmodified. The
reason that lies behind those modifications could be the emergence of changes in the customers’ tastes
and needs, or keeping pace with the developments achieved by the competitors. These modifications are
accompanied by modifications on the prices and the distributional channels and the promotional mix,
therefore the organization works on employing intensive promotional campaigns that shows the new
features of its commodities and its superiority over the competitors, and also works on intensifying
commodity releasing to the market via employing new agents in its distributional channels, and finally
works lowering the prices and gaining low profit margin in favor of market share increasing (Kavoosi et
al., 2014).

c.

Inspiration strategy: it is a strategy that focuses on adopting the simplified advertising style and the long
timed dialogue that are based on facts in persuading people of the commodities that are provided by the
organization, introducing them to the benefits and the real advantages of those commodities which
differentiate them from the commodities of the other competing organizations, and leading them to fully
persuaded real buying (Margherita, 2010).

d.

Purchasing simplification strategy: it focuses on reducing search costs that are laid on the buyer, via
activating direct delivery of the product at customers’ houses usually, and extending before sale and
after sale service providing (Guiltnan & Gordom, 1985).

e.

Direct targeting strategy: it is a strategy that determine particular categories of people and study their
real needs and directly target them with definite types of commodities and with fixed prices too,
provided that these products be in agreement with those needs in terms of their characteristics,
specifications and prices (Azadi & Rahimzadeh, 2012).

Figure 3 shows the sub-strategies that the model directs towards the undecided people category.

Variation and pluralism

Focus

The

Modification

undecided

Simplification

Inspiration

Figure 3. Sub-strategies that the model directs towards the undecided people
Source: prepared by the researcher.
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The competitive strategy for the disinterested people category:
It includes the following strategies:
a.

Increasing the number of the consumers: it is a strategy that focuses on increasing the consumers wants
to buy via illustrating and highlighting the various benefits that the product provides, as well as focus
on enabling the consumers to buy the organization’s commodities through presenting price offers that
suit their purchasing abilities, accompanied with intensive distribution and rebated delivery operations,
or through comfortable installment (Baroto et al., 2012).

b.

Attraction strategy: it is a strategy that focuses on enabling the organizations to create direct demand
from the consumer via intensive promotional activities and with aid of the retailers, thereby attracting
consumers and push them to demand commodities under the enthrallment effect (Keskin, 2013).

c.

Distribution and the intensified push (substantial) strategy: it focuses on substantial coverage of the
market, and usually used on the competition on the simplified products market, such that the
organization’s products are showed intensively through the largest number of distribution channels and
distributes, in order to push the customers towards buying them at any time and any place in the market,
along with employing promotional campaign (personal selling, advertisement, etc.). The competitive
advantage is achieved as a result of the fact that they do not require specialized knowledge to sell them,
as well as do not require after sale services (Margherita, 2010)

d.

Social responsibility strategy: it is an utter strategy which is the resultant of the sum of four
responsibilities, i.e. the economic responsibility, the legal responsibility, the moral responsibility and
the benevolent responsibility. This responsibility works on enhancing the positive mental image of all
the community categories about the organization, which results in deepening trust sin the organization,
increasing loyalty to it, thereby increasing loyalty towards its commodities (Sulistyowati et al, 2013).

e.

Simplification strategy: it focuses on reducing search costs that are laid on the buyer, via activating
direct delivery of the product at customers’ houses usually, and extending before sale and after sale
service providing (Guiltnan & Gordom, 1985).

f.

Market leadership via overall cost strategy: it is the strategy presented by Porter (1980) within his
model. It focuses on organization’s supremacy and increasing its market share based on increasing the
number of customers, through providing commodities with lowered prices which is achieved as a result
of reducing the overall cost.

Figure 4 shows the sub-strategies that the model direct towards the disinterested people category.
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Fiigure 4. Sub-sttrategies that thhe model direcct to disinteressted people cattegory
Source: prepaared by the researrcher.

The Comppetitive strategyy for the boycootting categoryy
a.

G
Goals unificatioon strategy: foocuses on linkiing the organiization’s goalss with the workkers’ goals and the
coommunity’s goals, thereforee inducing worrkers’ assiduityy in marketingg the organizattion’s commod
dities
annd working on
o persuading the boycottinng individuals of the comm
munity to buy the organization’s
products or servvices, from a vviewpoint that the organization’s goal is deevelop the com
mmunity with all
a its
ellements and cllasses (Sulistyoowati et al, 2013).

b.

T
The flowing coommodities sttrategy: focusees on releasinng a flood of new product or services, which
w
reesults in the swift
s
obsolesccence of thosee products as well as the oobsolescence oof the competiitors’
products. The organization also employss continuing R
R&D processees to derive ccreative ideass and
efffective innovations that woould reduce thee times neededd for product design and prroduction processes
annd decrease thheir costs (Treaacy & Weiserm
may, 1995)

c.

P
Product positionn conquer straategy: focuses on providing ccommodities w
with the same qquality and price of
thhe competitorss’ prices, alonng with one oor more featuures, or excelllence in the m
marketing program
(G
Guiltnan & Goordom, 1985).

d.

Pressure Strattegy: focuses oon organizationnal adopting oof the strong ppersuasion of ppeople by prov
vided
coommodities off the organizaation and introoducing them to the real bennefits of thosee commoditiess and
thheir distinguishhed features (K
Keskin, 2013)

e.

P
Personal sellingg strategy: foccuses on the nnecessity of ussing the direct influencing oon the buyers, such
thhat to directly face them, oppen dialogue cchannels with them, then tryying to persuadde them to buy the
product througgh effective demonstration and negotiatioon. From herre, the personnal selling stra
ategy
reepresents a moore effective ppromotional toool, because itt enables the oorganization too direct connection
w
with the buyerrs without thee need to refuuge to the disttributional chaannels which does not give
e the
organization’s products
p
their adequate sharee of marketingg and customerr persuasion (F
Ferrell, 1993).

f.

M
Market leadershhip by low cosst strategy: it is one of the sttrategies that P
Porter presented. It focuses on the
organization’s superiority annd its increasinng market shaare that is bassed on increassing the number of
cuustomers throuugh providing commodities with lowered prices, whichh could be achiieved as a resu
ult of
acchieved reducttions in the ovverall cost (Kavvoosi et al., 20014).

g.

M
Market leadershhip by differenntiation strateggy: it is one of the strategies that Porter (1980) presente
ed. It
foocuses on the organization’s differentiatioon and uniqueeness among tthe competitorrs, such that itt will
ennable the orgganization to increase the customers whho have willinngness to buyy and possesss the
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ddifferentiated commodities
c
reegardless of thhe prices. It reelies in buildiing its compettitive advantag
ge on
m
making the custtomers more looyal to its com
mmodities and also less sensiitive to their prrices.
Figure 5 shhows the sub-sstrategies that the model direect towards thee boycotters’ category.

Figuree 5. Sub-strateggies that the m
model directs tooward the boyccotters category
ry
3.1 The Integrated Modeel for the Comppetitive Strateggies
With the ccompletion of the constructiion of this moodel, its comprrehensiveness reveals becauuse it targets alll the
organizatioon communityy categories, noot just custom
mer category. Itts integration aalso reveals thhrough its abiliity to
distinguishh between diffferent categorries of societyy and to adoppt the approprriate strategy to deal with each
category separately.
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Figure 6. Thhe integrated m
model for the competitive straategies
Source: prepaared by the researrcher.

4. Conclussions
The studyy suggests a new
n
model of “Competitivee Strategies” tthat didn’t exiist before. Thiis model will help
interested organizations in building a ccompetitive strrategies for com
mprehensiveneess and substan
antiality.
5. Recomm
mendations
i.
ii.

W
Work on the practical test of tthe proposed oof competitive strategies in thhis study.
C
Continue operaation in scientiific research inn order to link to several innnovation modeels contribute in the
providing innovvation competiitive strategiess that help moddern companiees in enhancinng their competitive
m
models.
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